From College to Work

Theme: Lifeskills
Goal: Preparing students from transitioning from college to work, including information on graduate schools.
Group Size: Unlimited, but smaller if playing the “Game of Life” along with it
Time: 15 minutes for discussion, about an hour for game playing
Materials: Packet, Game of Life (can be checked out from PRC)
Setting: Any room with enough space. Possibly with a table & chairs for board game.

Activity Set-up:

I. This is a discussion to provide students with information on what they should do before and during post graduate job or school search in a fun and laid-back setting.
II. Pass out the packets during discussion – focus on highlighting what is in the packet, but do not cover the information deeply. Leave plenty of time for questions.
III. To add more interest, have group play “The Game of Life” or have someone from career services come to speak.